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Supporting High Level Play – Note Sheet 

Guided Play is 

 

 

How do teachers “Guide” play? 

• Introduce the new 

 

 

• Help them learn 

 

 

• Draw attention 

 

 

• Encourage reflection - how, why, what might happen if… 

 

 

• Engage with their play 

 

 

• Offer support 

 

 

• Scaffold experiences 

 

 

• Introduce new - again 

 

 



 
Preschool Learning Cycle: 

• Play 

 

 

 

• Explore  

 

 

• Discuss 

 

 

 

• Return to Play 

 

 

What teachers do during play 

• Observe children 

 

• Ask questions 

 

• Give specific feedback 

 

• Encourage children’s persistence and effort 

 

• Create challenge 

 

• Help children to solve problems 

 

• Document what children are doing and saying 

 

  



 
Funds of knowledge…. 

 

 

Discover funds of knowledge: 

• Listen 

 

 

• Watch 

 

 

• Ask 
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Characteristics Description 

1. Active Children use their bodies and minds in their play.  

They interact with the environment, with materials and with other people. 

2. Adventurous and
Risky

Play helps children to explore the unknown. The pretend element offers a 

safety. 

3. Communicative Children share information and knowledge through their play.  

Their communication can be verbal or non-verbal, simple or complex 

4. Enjoyable Play is fun and exciting, and involves a sense of humor. 

5. Involved Children become completely absorbed and focused in their play, concentrating 

and thinking about what they are doing. 

6. Meaningful Children play about what they have seen and heard, and what they know. 

Play helps them to build and extend their knowledge, understanding and skills 

in a way that makes sense to them 

7. Sociable and
Interactive

Children play alongside or with others.  

Sometimes they also like and need to play alone. 

8. Symbolic Children imagine and pretend when they are playing. 

They try out ideas, feelings, and roles. They re-enact the past and rehearse the 

future. This can involve them in “reading” and “writing” long before they 

develop these skills. 

9. Therapeutic Play helps children to express and work through emotions and experiences. 

10. Voluntary Children choose to play. Their play is spontaneous.  They shape it as they go, 

changing the characters, events, objects and locations. 
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Type of 
Play 

Descriptions 

Creative Creative play involves children exploring and using their bodies and materials to make and materials to make 
and do things and to share their feelings, ideas and thoughts. They enjoy being creative by dancing, painting, 
playing with junk and recycled materials, working with play-dough and clay, and using their imaginations 

Games with 
Rules 

Even babies and toddlers can partake in these as peek-a-boo and turn-taking games have rules. In the beginning 
children often play by their own rather flexible rules! In time, they also partake in more conventional games 
with “external rules”. Language is an important part of games with rules as children explain, question and 
negotiate the rules. Rules are often an important part of pretend play where children negotiate rules about 
what can and can’t be done. 

Language Language play involves children playing with sounds and words. It includes unrehearsed and spontaneous 
manipulation of these, often with rhythmic and repetitive elements. Children like playing with language– 
enjoying patterns, sounds and nonsense words. They also love jokes and funny stories. 

Physical * Physical Play involves children developing, practicing, and refining bodily movements and control. It includes 
whole body and limb movements, co-ordination and balance.  These activities involve physical movements for 
their own sake and enjoyment. Children gain control over their gross motor skills first before refining their fine 
motor skills. 

Exploratory Play involves children using physical skills and their senses to find out what things feel like and what 
can be done with them.  Children explore their own bodies and then they explore the things 

Manipulative Play involves practicing and refining motor skills. This type of play enhances physical dexterity and 
hand-eye co-ordination. Over time children need to experience a range of different levels of manipulation if 
they are to refine their motor skills.  This type of play includes manipulating objects and materials. 

Constrictive Play involves building something using natural and manufactured materials. As children develop, 
this type of play can become more complex and intricate. 

* Physical Play is used to refer to physical, exploratory, manipulative, and constructive play.

Pretend** Pretend, Dramatic, make-believe, role and fantasy play involves children using their imaginations. It includes 
pretending with objects, actions and situations. As children grow, their imaginations and their play become 
increasingly complex. Children used their developing language to move from thinking in the concrete to thinking 
in the abstract. They make up stories and scenarios. Children jct out real events and they also take part in 
fantasy play about thinks that are not real, such as fairies or super heroes. Children try out occupations and 
experiences in their play. 

Early Literacy and Numeracy are clearly evident in this type of play. For example, children make lists and menus 
and pay for cinema tickets. They also get the chance to play with different forms of technology such as mobile 
phones, keyboards, cameras, and calculators. 

Small World Play involves children using small-scale representations of real things like animals, people, cars, 
and train sets as play props. 

Socio-Dramatic Play involves children playing with other children and/or adults. It provides opportunities for 
children to make friends, to negotiate with others, and to develop their communication skills. This play helps 
extend language. The ability to write stories also has its roots in socio-dramatic play. 

**Pretend Play is used to refer to pretend, make believe, dramatic, socio-dramatic, role fantasy and small 
world play 
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Strategies for Enhancing Guided Play 

Dramatic Play 

In this (example), we draw from a study that took place in a Spanish/English Head Start classroom in 

south Texas. We illustrate how the teacher, Mrs. Ramos, promoted conversations that led to the 

children generating themes for the classroom's dramatic play center that would provide enriching 

language experiences. Often, these types of conversations occurred during morning circle time, when 

she encouraged children to their daily experiences. In one exchange, she asked her class of 17 

emergent bilingual children to turn and talk to a partner about what they did over the weekend and 

then taking turns sharing their experiences with the whole group. 

The children have noticed that a paleterfa (a food stand that sells frozen fruit Popsicles and ice 

cream treats), the most recent dramatic play center theme, has been taken down and put 

away, and they are wondering what kind of center should replace it.  

Mrs. Ramos invites them to talk about their weekend activities. Rodrigo says that he and his 

grandmother went to the panaderfa (bakery). Two children ask, "What is that?" Juanita 

explains, "That's a bakery where you buy bread and cake." Mrs. Ramos says that she and her 

mother used to go to the panaderfa when she was a child, and this makes the children smile. 

The conversation turns to pan dulce (sweet bread). 

Some children say they buy it at the local grocery store or corner store. Others say their 

families buy it at their nearby panaderfa. Mrs. Ramos suggests that this could be the theme of 

the new dramatic play center. The children enthusiastically begin naming baked goods that 

their panaderfa will sell, and Mrs. Ramos writes down their suggestions. 

Jorge explains that in his neighborhood bakery, people use pinzas para pan, or tongs, to pick 

up bread. Mrs. Ramos sees this as an opportunity to reinforce the word tongs. She hands Jorge 

two wooden blocks and says, "Good morning, sir. I'm delivering the two tongs the manager 

ordered for the bakery." Although tongs is a new word for the children, they immediately 

integrate it into their speech and play. The cashier tells the next customer, "Please give me 

your tray so I can ring up your bread. Leave the tongs over there." 

Mrs. Ramos also engages in verbal mapping by talking about the types of bread customers buy. 

Without disrupting the children's play, Mrs. Ramos asks questions, supplies vocabulary, and extends 

the conversation to support their language development. 

Mathematics and Spatial Awareness: 

Scenario 1: 

The children in Marylou's preschool class were wearing only one shoe when I walked in the door. I 

was confused. I expected to see a math lesson, and instead I saw children throwing their shoes into a 

pile. I soon understood, however, that this was a math activity.  
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Marylou has drawn a 6 x 10 grid on a shower curtain spread on the floor. She asks the children to sort 

the shoes into six piles, according to certain attributes they have agreed on-sandals, slip-ons, shoes 

with laces, etc. Then, in the bottom row of the grid, they place one shoe from each pile in its own 

square, followed by the rest of the shoes from that pile, one each in the squares above the first shoe. 

After the children count the number of shoes in each column, Marylou asks them what they notice, 

and the children discuss which categories have the most and the fewest shoes. She follows up with 

questions: Are there any categories that have the same number of shoes? How many more sandals 

than slip-ons are there?  

Marylou replicates the grid on the chalkboard, and the children represent each shoe in each category 

with a letter (L for laces, etc.). Under each column, they write the total number of shoes in that 

category and continue the discussion: What kind of shoes did most children wear to school today? 

How many more Velcro shoes would they need for the Velcro column to be the same height as the 

slip-on column? 

Scenario 2: 

In a prekindergarten classroom in an impoverished section of the city, Ms. Shepherd announced to 

the children that they were all going for a walk in the neighborhood. The classroom theme for that 

month was buildings.  

During the walk, the class came upon a house under renovation where the construction workers and 

electricians were happy to take a break to talk to the children. The children paid rapt attention to 

measurement, construction plans, and plumb lines and levels. Over the next few weeks, Ms. 

Shepherd and the children returned to the building site several times, observing from a safe vantage 

point as the house took shape, cheering on the carpenters.  

Back in the classroom, interest in construction was high, and the children engaged in a variety of 

hands-on activities centered on buildings. With Ms. Shepherd modeling the building process, the class 

constructed plans to build and design a birdhouse. Each week Ms. Shepherd introduced new ideas 

around buildings, connecting them to the questions and observations that arose from the class's visit 

to the construction site.  

The teacher also provided mathematical tools in the math center for the children to use as they 

planned, measured, and constructed. Several children created buildings in the block area, taking tools 

and measuring devices from the math center to help with their construction. Ms. Williams, the 

teacher assistant, outlined a skyline of the city for the dramatic play area, and the children added 

windows and other touches to the mural. The class also interviewed a father who worked for a 

construction company, and he spent one morning showing the children the basics of how to measure 

and assemble a house. Throughout the class's building theme, mathematical content was integrated 

everywhere! 
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Play Based Learning – The Preschool Learning Environment 
“Where Do the Bears Go?” 

From Spotlight on Young Children: Exploring Play. NAEYC, 2015 

“Where do the bears go?” 4-year old Tyler asks. 

“Not with the lions. They’ll fight,” replies Juan, a 5-year old. 

By adding a basket of stuffed bears to the classroom zoo, Ms. Ellison, a preschool teacher, 
intentionally creates disequilibrium in the children’s play. The bears are new to their zoo and now 
need a place to be. 

Child-Directed Play Induces Problem Solving 

“We’ll have to build another cereal box house,” Juan says. 

“NO!” Tyler is quick to respond. “Don’t you remember, this one took a hundred days?” 

“No it didn’t,” Juan says, defiantly. “Ms. Ellison, Tyler says it took a hundred days to build 
our cereal box house.” 

“Hmmmm,” replies Ms. Ellison. “Let’s go look on the calendar for the day we began, and you 
boys can count.” 

The boys hurry to the home center where their classroom calendar hangs. The quickly flip 
the pages back and begin counting from April 10. It takes several tries before the boys agree they 
built the house in just 43 days. 

Child-Directed Play Enriches Math Learning 

Four-year old Megan immediately reports that with only eight school days left, they cannot 
make a bear’s house in time. “In eight days, it is summer,” she says. “It’s marked right here on the 
24. I circled it last week.”

 A heated yet constructive discussion begins among several children as they try to decide 
whether it is possible to build another cereal box house. 

Child-Directed Play Requires Symbol Representation 

The discussion is interrupted by Ms. Ellison’s quiet comment, “I wonder what Hyun is 
building in the block center?” 

Juan and Tyler are the first to reach Hyun and ask her what she is building with the large 
wooden blocks and planks. Before she can answer, they are asking if the bears could live there. 

“That’s what it is,” Hyun answers. “It’s a bear cave. It’s the Big Hungry Bear’s cave.” (The Big 
Hungry Bear is a favorite story) 

Child-Directed Play Enriches Literacy 

Not entirely satisfied, Megan states clearly that there is no way to tell which is the lion 
house and which is the bear cave. The children seem stumped. 



After a moment or two, Ms. Ellison, who is keenly aware of Megan’s interest in writing, 
casually comments, “I wonder if signs would help?” 

Megan excitedly hurries to the writing center and begins creating signs. Soon she is joined 
by three friends who help complete the signs. With tape and signs in hand, the children begin 
labeling. 

Megan’s signs are accurately spelled and accompanied by illustrations. The other signs are 
accurate sound spellings – for example, BERZ KAV. Shamia determines that initials will do; her 
sign reads A R H B T K S. When asked for interpretation, she reports, “It says, ‘Alligators are here 
because they can swim.’” 

When all the signs are appropriately hung, the children announce, “We are the sign makers 
for the zoo!” 

Child-Directed Play is Carefully Scaffolded 

As the children name the zoo workers, Ms. Ellison writes the job titles inside ovals on a 
whiteboard around the central oval titled Jobs at the Zoo. Writing the jobs titles provides a visual 
representation of the roles children may assume during their play and also models how letters 
form word that represent ideas. 

During the webbing activity, a lively discussion occurs around feeding the animals – what 
they prefer to eat and how they get their food. 

The lions just leave and go get some meat and then come back,” says 4-year old Brian. “No 
one can stop them.” 

“No, they don’t,” 5-year old Jaelee responds quickly. She is a regular zoo patron. “People 
feed them. They feed them at the same time every day. I saw them!” 

Child-Directed Play Provided Opportunities for Decision Making 

At center time the following day, the children are highly motivated to create a zoo kitchen. 
The home center is the logical location. Bowls, measuring cups, and plastic fruits and vegetables 
are already present. The children ask Ms. Ellison to fill the sensory table with sand and place it in 
the home center so they can include the sand in their zoo recipes.  

“But we need some water,” 5-year old Austin claims. Fully aware that water has never been 
allowed in the home center, he glances at Ms. Ellison to see her reaction to his request. When there 
is no verbal response, he begins his defense. 

“The cook in the video used water for everything. It makes the food soft, and it cleans up 
the messes. I only need a little, or maybe a lot.” He pauses. With only a smile from the teacher, he 
knows his idea has been approved. 

Immediately, he begins recruiting his friends to make the long trip across the room from 
the sink to the zoo kitchen with measuring cups of water in hand. “I need five cups for the monkey 
mush,” he instructs. He counts off five friends. 

“Walk slow and careful if your cup is full. Or you can fill it half way and go twice.” Pausing 
to think, he then says, “Yes, if it’s half full you have to go twice.” 

Four-year old Qamar, listening well but always able to come up with ideas of her own, says, 
“Not me. I’m going to carry two cups and go one time.” 
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